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Design and Performance Study of a Compact
SOI Polarization Rotator at 1.55 µm
Ajanta Barh, B. M. Azizur Rahman, Senior Member, IEEE, Ravi K. Varshney, and Bishnu P. Pal,
Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—We numerically design a compact silicon (Si) based
polarization rotator (PR) by exploiting power coupling through
phase matching between the TM mode of a Si strip waveguide
(WG) and TE mode of a Si-air vertical slot WG. In such
structures, the coupling occurs due to horizontal structural
asymmetries and extremely high modal hybridness due to high
refractive index contrast of Si-on-insulator (SOI) structure.
Design parameters of the coupler have been optimized to achieve
a compact PR of ~ 135 µm length at the telecommunication
wavelength of 1.55 µm. Maximum power coupling efficiency
(Cm), which is studied by examining the transmittance of light, is
achieved as high as 80% for both polarization conversions.
Fabrication tolerances and the band width of operation of the
designed PR have also been studied.
Index Terms— Polarization sensitive device, Silicon photonics,
Si-on-insulator (SOI) waveguides, Slot waveguides.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

of the semiconductor electronic technology
was only possible due to miniaturization and integration
of millions of transistors into a single VLSI chip. Similar to
this revolution, the only way to reduce the cost of
optoelectronics, which is not limited by electronic speed, is to
make the devices as small as possible and find a material
system for monolithic integration of all components.
One way of reducing the device size is to use a dielectric
material with a refractive index (RI) as high as possible, which
can improve the optical confinement and effectively reduce
the waveguide dimensions. High index contrast also allows
very small bending radius, suitable for increasing number of
components on a chip. Silicon (Si) is the most mature material
for electronics but relatively a newer material for photonics.
However, as the low-cost CMOS facilities can be exploited for
the fabrication, Si photonics is becoming a hot research topic
today. Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) [1-2] can provide large
refractive index contrast between Si core and silica cladding
(~ 3). The basic idea is to use the high RI of Si to shrink the
optical confinement down to sub-wavelength scale and also to
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utilize the fabrication infrastructure of CMOS electronics to
realize high yield, low cost manufacturing [3-5]. Today, Sibased platforms support the realization of a wide variety of
devices, including high-speed modulators and detectors [6],
low-loss waveguides [7] and other passive and active [8],
linear and non-linear [9] components. Additionally, light from
fiber to Si waveguide (WG) can be coupled by especially
designed tapers or Bragg gratings. Recently, SOI-based nano
sized compact slot optical WG has assumed importance due to
its potential applications [10]. Due to high index contrast at
the interface, electric field normal to the interface shows a
very high discontinuity at the interface with very high optical
confinement inside the low index slot region when the
transverse dimension of the slot is less than the characteristic
decay length of that electric field [10-12].
In general, light input to an integrated optical chip is
randomly polarized. This polarization of light has a great
impact on both photonic circuit design and operation. On the
other hand, though the slot and strip WG dimensions are
small, they are highly polarization sensitive. Thus, for
polarization diversity systems, the problem can be sorted out
by incorporating polarization splitter and polarization rotator
or converter based on these highly polarization sensitive high
RI contrast WGs. The conversion of one polarized mode to the
orthogonal polarized mode can be realized by efficient power
coupling between these two modes at the phase matching or
resonance condition.
Recently, polarization rotator (PR) made of horizontal slot
and strip WG has been reported based on mode evolution [13].
Its fabrication poses difficulty as required proper control of
tapered structure is relatively difficult to realize. Moreover, it
can rotate only one polarization state for one input direction.
Three WGs-based polarization splitter and rotator have been
reported [14-15]. Another approach is made for this TE-TM
conversion based on 2-D photonic crystal slab WG [16]. In
this case though the conversion is good, the structure itself is
complicated. Researchers have also tried to implement TE to
TM convertor by increasing the polarization crosstalk in µbend Si WG [17]. Here also the conversion efficiency is very
high though very sensitive to issues like bend loss, bend angle,
smooth wall of the WG around bent region etc.
In this paper, we propose a design for realizing a PR for
potential application at the optical communication wavelength
of 1.55 µm that should be relatively easy to fabricate as no
tapering is required and the whole structure, made of two WGs
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(one is a strip and other one is a vertical slot WG), can be
made with a single mask. Moreover, it can rotate both
polarization states for a single input direction (i.e., at the
coupling length (Lc), TM input in the Si strip WG would yield
TE output from the slot WG and TE input in the slot WG
would yield TM output from the strip WG). Similar concepts
have recently been reported [18-19] to design TE-TM based
polarization splitter/rotator, but detailed analysis of various
WG parameters, the effects of unwanted mode coupling and
their propagation analysis were missing in them. In our
simulations, we have analyzed all the aforementioned
parameters in details along with the tolerance study.
Additionally, our design is optimized both for TE to TM
conversion and vice versa. In the present configuration, we
have shown that it is possible to match and couple two
different polarization states by exploiting efficient coupling
between a Si strip WG and an air-Si vertical slot WG.
Maximum power coupling efficiency (Cm) ~ 80% is possible
for a device length of 134.5 µm. Device performance is
studied on the basis of fabrication tolerances and operating
band width (BW).
II. THEORY
When designing a PR, accurate calculation of the mode
effective indices and modal fields corresponding to
dominating and non-dominating field components for TE-like
and TM-like modes are very important. For high RI contrast
WGs, where the modal hybridness and coupling is very strong,
the full-vectorial mode solver is essential. For our design a full
vectorial finite element method (FV-FEM) was implemented
to analyze the 2-D structure. All the vector fields are
investigated and depending on modal hybridness, TE and TM
modes are identified. In the design process, it is necessary not
only to increase the magnitude of the non-dominant field
components but its profile can be optimized to enhance its
overlap with the dominant field components to achieve the
maximum polarization coupling. As all the H-field
components are continuous across the dielectric interface, Hfield based FV-FEM is used for modal analysis. Based on this
FV-FEM the polarization beat length between the TE-like and
TM-like fundamental modes is calculated.
Study of propagation of these two orthogonal modes is
carried out by “Eigenmode Expansion” method using the
commercially available FIMMPROP software. Eigenmode
Expansion is a rigorous technique to simulate electromagnetic
propagation, which relies on the decomposition of the
electromagnetic fields into a basis set of local
eigenmodes (including all guided and radiation modes) that
exist at the junction of a discontinuity plane. The coefficients
of the eigenmodes were calculated by enforcing the continuity
of the tangential components of electric and magnetic-fields at
the boundaries/junctions. This is fully bi-directional and
vectorial algorithm, making no approximations about the
polarization state of light, and is a rigorous solution to
Maxwell’s Equations [20-21]. Here we have launched TE-like
and TM-like mode as the input at respective WGs and studied
the power propagation along its length.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Proposed Design
Our proposed PR is a coupler based on one Si-strip WG and
one Si-air vertical slot WG. The cross-section is shown in Fig.
1. Here two WG’s are implemented on silica (SiO2) as the
substrate with air as cover and slot material. However, we can
use any low index compatible materials for the slot region,
such as electro-optic materials for high-speed modulators [6],
doped material to achieve gain [8] or sensing material for
efficient organic/inorganic sensing [22]. Vertical slot WG will
only support a TE mode (Ex is the dominant component) with
higher field inside the slot region. So, here confinement of the
fundamental TE mode in slot WG and TM mode in strip WG
is considered. Note that, introduction of low index region in
slot WG reduces its effective index of fundamental TE mode
(neff –TE) with respect to neff –TE of strip WG. However this
neff –TE of slot WG becomes more comparable to effective
index of the fundamental TM mode (neff –TM) in strip WG.
Thus by proper tuning of WGs parameters, efficient power
coupling between these two modes is possible exploiting their
extremely high modal hybridness.
We have taken the same height for both the WGs as H and
same width for the high index regions of the slot WG as W2.
The width of the strip WG core and low index region of slot
WG are taken as W1 and Ws, respectively. The separation
between two WGs is denoted as S (see Fig. 1). Material
dispersion of Si and SiO2 are incorporated through Sellmeier
formula. Our working wavelength is 1.55 µm, for which the
refractive indices of Si and SiO2 are 3.47548 and 1.44402,
respectively.

Fig. 1. Schematic transverse view of the proposed polarization rotator.

B. Optimum Structure Parameter
For moderate electric field confinement in the slot, we
choose Ws as 90 nm. Fabrication simplicity requires same
height (H) for both WGs. Now for sufficient confinement of
TM mode inside the strip WG at 1.55 µm wavelength, H
should be > 200 nm. In this design work, H is fixed at 220 nm,
which is the thickness of most commonly available Si wafer.
On the other hand, maintaining TE as the fundamental mode
in slot WG, W2 was chosen to be 255 nm for H = 220 nm.
Thus the optimized parameters for the slot WG were W2 = 255
nm, Ws = 90 nm, H = 220 nm. In the absence of strip WG, the
neff of the TE mode in this slot WG is 1.53716.
Then we have studied neff for the TM mode of an isolated
strip WG of same height by varying its width (W1). For W1 =
451 nm, the strip WG’s TM mode’s neff becomes equal to neff
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of the TE mode of the slot WG (shown in Fig. 2). Fig. 2
reveals that as we increase W1, its neff –TM increases and at the
crossing point TM mode for W1 = 451 nm has the same
effective index (neff) as that of the TE mode for the fixed W2
and Ws. Then for the combined coupled structure, using these
optimized dimensions (i.e. W1 = 451 nm, W2 = 255 nm, Ws =
90 nm, H = 220 nm), the variation of neff of the two orthogonal
polarized supermode states were studied as a function of S to
determine the mode exchange regime.
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as interaction become easier. Similar results can be obtained
for TE mode also, but not shown here.

Fig. 3. Upper & lower neff variation with strip WG width (W1) for three
different S = 450 nm, 500 nm, 550 nm.

Fig. 2. Variation of neff –TM of strip WG with W1 in the absence of slot WG.
The horizontal line represents the neff -TE (1.53716) inside the Slot WG in
absence of strip WG.

The three basic parameters to study the supermodes in a PR
are neff, hybridness and coupling length (Lc). For three
different S values (450 nm, 500 nm, 550 nm), the variation of
above mentioned parameters were studied as a function of
strip WG width (W1) and the corresponding variations are
shown in Figs. 3-5, respectively. In Fig. 3, horizontal line
represents neff -TE in the slot (almost constant). Slanted line
represents neff -TM in strip WG, changing as W1 is increased.
But, they do not cross (similar as any coupled structure), but
around this region both the polarized supermodes go through a
transformation. Near the phase matching condition, two
effective indices are close to each other and the phase
difference between these modes ∆β will be smaller. For larger
S, these neff curves come closer due to weaker interactions and
the minimum ∆β will be smaller.
Around anti-crossing point, these two modes become
degenerate and they get mixed up. For a quasi-TE mode, the
Hy component is dominant whereas for a quasi-TM mode, its
Hx component is dominant. Near anti-crossing the nondominant field starts increasing leading to higher modal
hybridness, which can be defined as the ratio of the maximum
values of the Hy to Hx field components for the TM and
similarly Hx/Hy for the TE mode. In Fig. 4, at lower W1, the
mode is near quasi-TM, with Hy component being much
smaller. So its hybridness is low. As W1 increases, it travels
through the anti-crossing region leading to stronger mode
mixing and higher hybridness. At a higher W1, away from this
anti-crossing region, again hybridness reduces. All the peaks
appear around the mode exchange regime with increasing
value as S decreases. Note that for smaller S, curves are wider

Fig. 4. Variation of modal hybridness of the TM mode with W1 for three
different values of S = 450 nm, 500 nm, 550 nm.

Polarization coupling length of the two modes are defined
as (Lc = π /│β1 – β2│) where, β1 and β2 are the propagation
constants of the TE and TM modes. From Fig. 5 we can infer
that, as S increases, coupling become weaker, and hence, (β1 –
β2) is getting smaller near anti-crossing point, so peak Lc
become larger. From Figs. 4 and 5, it should be noted that as S
is reduced the phase matching value of W1 reduces. When a
directional coupler is composed of two identical WGs, they
are always phase matched or synchronous. But, for a
synchronous coupler composed of non-identical waveguides,
its phase matching also depends on mutual loading of the
waveguides. Consequently, the phase matching condition for
W1 value changes with S, as shown here.
The maximum Lc and variation in maximum power
coupling efficiency (Cm) with W1 is shown in Table I. Where
Cm is the maximum normalized power coupled from one
polarized mode to the other polarized mode. From this table,
we can infer that the Lc decreases with the decrement of
separation between the two WGs. Additionally, due to
stronger coupling between the two WGs, the supermodes
deviate from just being formed out of linear combinations of
isolated modes (as in weak coupling case) and as a result
progressively less power will be transferred from one WG to
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another and hence Cm also deceases. Thus there exists a tradeoff between these two parameters. Here we can see that to
achieve ~ 80% power conversion, the minimum separation (S)
would be ≈ 500 nm for which the Lc becomes ≈ 134.5 µm. We
have therefore focused our further study for S = 500 nm.

field in the slot guide, which is typical for a slot WG [10].
There is a small amount of Hy in the strip WG. This is an
indication of very high hybridness of the supermode.
Fig. 8 shows the Hx field of the supermode, which is the
dominating TM mode in strip WG. It is mainly confined in the
strip WG and a small amount of Hx field lie in the slot WG. It
can be clearly seen that both the signs of Hy in Fig. 7 and Hx in
Fig. 8 are positive. Thus it is the even supermode of the whole
structure. For the sake of brevity, the other supermode is not
shown here, whose Hx and Hy field components were of
different signs, similar to the field profile of an odd
supermode.

Fig. 5. Variation of coupling length (Lc) with W1 for three different S = 450
nm, 500 nm, 550 nm.
TABLE I
PHASE MATCHING W1, LC AND Cm FOR DIFFERENT S AT 1.55 µm
S (nm)

W1 (nm)

Lc (µm)

600

454.5

211.51

87.04

550

453

168.45

82.20

500

451

134.50

79.01

450

447

108.01

73.64

400

442

87.16

66.02

Cm (%)

C. Supermodes of PR
For further analysis, we have fixed the structure parameters
as W1 = 451 nm, W2 = 255 nm, Ws = 90 nm, H = 220 nm, S =
500 nm. The supermodes of this designed PR are shown in
Figs. 6–8, where the z-component of Poynting vector (Pz), Hy
and Hx fields of dominating TM mode in strip WG are
displayed, respectively.
The transverse distribution of the Pz (x,y) is shown in Fig.
6, which shows evenly distributed powers in the two WGs.
Although maximum amplitudes in two constituent waveguides
are different as their core-sizes were also different,
confinement factors in each WG were also calculated. The
confinement factors in the two WGs for both the supermodes
were similar when the two polarized modes were phase
matched. However, the supermodes were neither quasi-TE nor
quasi-TM, but polarized differently in two constituents WGs
with its Hy and Hx components nearly equal (see Fig. 4).
Additionally, their shapes in the two WGs are different as the
waveguides were of different shapes, although phase matched.
However, as this is the phase matched structure, the two
constituent waveguides carry nearly equal amounts of power.
In order to illustrate it, we have plotted Hy and Hx fields of the
supermode in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.
Fig. 7 clearly indicates that Hy is in the slot region, which
supported the interacting TE mode. Note the two peaks of Hy
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Fig. 6. Amplitude plot of Pz (x,y) of dominating TM mode in strip WG.

Fig. 7. Amplitude plot of Hy (x,y) of dominating TM mode in strip WG.

Fig. 8. Amplitude plot of Hx (x,y) of dominating TM mode in strip WG.
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D. Mode Propagation in PR
Propagation of TE and TM modes along the device is
studied by launching the TE-like mode in slot WG and TMlike mode in strip WG. By assuming TE-like input in slot WG,
the intensity variation of TE mode in slot WG and TM mode
in strip WG are shown in Fig. 9. It can be clearly seen that, the
maximum power of input TE mode transfers to TM mode at
device length of 134.5 µm, which is nothing but the Lc of these
two modes (see Table I). It can be appreciated more
prominently from Fig. 10, where the variations of normalized
power (PN) along propagation length is shown for these two
modes. The power is calculated by integrating Hy/Ex fields (for
TE mode) and Hx/Ey fields (for TM mode) around each WG
area. Maximum PN for the output TM mode is ~ 80%. Note
that, we had normalized the input power to 1, however, as this
mode is highly hybrid in nature, only 93% power is due to the
Hy or Ex (TE-Slot). Thus with respect to input power in TE
mode (Hy or Ex), the maximum output power coupling
efficiency to TM mode (Hx or Ey) is ~ 86% at optimized
device length of 134.5 µm. A small ripple in Fig. 10 can also
be noticed with a beat length of ~ 13 µm, which is due to
periodic mode coupling to TM-like mode of the slot WG.
Additionally, the difference between neff values of TE-slot and
TE-strip is quite large (∆neff > 0.7), thus coupling to TE-strip is
inefficient, and not visible in Fig. 10.
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This ripple phenomenon is more prominent for TM-like
input in Si strip WG. For this case, the intensity variations of
TE mode in slot WG and TM mode in strip WG are shown in
Fig. 11. Also from this figure, it is evident that, the total power
of input TM mode transfers to TE mode at a device length of ~
135 µm. Variation of PN along the propagation length is
shown in Fig. 12, where power variation in all four modes
(fundamental TE & TM mode in slot WG and strip WG) is
displayed. Here input TM mode (Green curve) in strip WG
couples not only to TE mode of slot (Red curve) WG but also
to TM mode of slot WG (Blue curve). The index difference
between these two TM modes is quite small (~ 0.05) which
results in significant power exchange (beat length is ~ 13 µm,
which agrees with the corresponding ∆β of these two modes)
between them and hence the oscillation in the blue and green
curves. However, the important thing is, their sum gives total
TM power which is decreasing along the propagation distance
as TE power builds up in slot WG and at the designed device
length (L = 134.5 µm), PN is maximum in the TE mode at the
output of slot WG, with Cm > 80%.

Fig. 11. Intensity (time average) variations along device length of TE mode in
the slot WG and TM mode in the strip WG for TM-like input in strip WG.

Fig. 9. Intensity (time average) variations along device length of TE mode in
the slot WG and TM mode in the strip WG for TE-like input in the slot WG.

Fig. 12. Normalized Power variations along device length of TE mode in slot
(Red curve), TM mode in strip (Green curve), TM mode in slot (Blue curve),
TE mode in strip (Orange curve) WGs and total guided power (Black curve).

Fig. 10. Normalized Power variations along the device length of TE mode in
the slot WG (Red curve) and TM mode in the strip WG (Blue curve).

The total output power (P_total), which is the physical sum
of powers carried by four modes of the two isolated WGs, is
shown by a solid black line in Fig. 12. It indicates that about
10% of the total input power would have probably lost in the
form of radiation modes and also a small amount as reflected
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power at junction. However, the total power with propagation
approximately remains constant. All four powers are
calculated around the slot/strip WG core region but not across
the entire cross section of the coupled structure. Thus, the
small fraction of power, associates with the evanescent fields
present has been effectively neglected, which might have
caused the small ripple seen in the P_total. On the other hand,
in the FIMMPROP software, instead of exact modal powers,
the TE and TM mode powers were calculated from their
dominating Ex/Hy and Ey/Hx components, respectively.
However, since the quasi-TE and TM modes were hybrid
having all the four transverse components of the E and H
fields, this may lead to small ripple.
E. Tolerance Study of Designed PR
From potential fabrication point of view, we have also
studied the tolerance of the structure by varying some of the
WG parameters like, W1 by ± 6 nm and Ws by ± 4 nm and
shown the corresponding variations in Figs. 13-14,
respectively. In general, waveguide fabricated by using the
CMOS technology, the fabrication tolerance of its height is
significantly better, so only the effect of variation in its width
is studied here. The variation of the polarization conversion
with the fabrication tolerances of W1 and Ws are shown in Figs.
13-14, respectively. For both the cases, Cm drops from its
maximum value with the shift in optimum structure
parameters. For a change of ± 6 nm of the strip width, the
power conversion is 1.2 dB lower. Power conversion with
change in slot width is more sensitive. For a change of ± 2 nm
of the slot width, the power conversion drops by ~ 1 dB.
However, it may be possible to correct fabrication tolerances
by post-trimming of the WGs or through temperature (T)
tuning. By changing T, the RI of Si and SiO2 can be changed
[23-24]. As a result, neff of individual guides undergoes
unequal change.
We have calculated the phase matching WG parameters by
increasing T by 10 K. For fixed slot WG structure (W2 = 255
nm, Ws = 90 nm, H = 220 nm), phase matched strip width (W1)
becomes ~ 448 nm for fixed H (220 nm). On the other hand,
for fixed strip WG structure (W1 = 451 nm, H = 220 nm),
phase matched slot width (Ws) becomes ~ 88 nm for fixed W2
= 255 nm and H = 220 nm. Thus by tuning T, phase matching
condition can be tuned appropriately.
F. Band Width of Operation
We have also studied the band width of operation for the
designed PR by studying the variation of Cm with operating
wavelength (λ). This variation is shown in Fig. 15. The figure
shows that the designed devices are reasonably robust with
respect to change in λ falling within the so-called C-band of an
EDFA amplifier.
Note that, for Figs. 13-15, Cm is shown for two sets. One is
for proposed device length (L = 134.5µm) and other is for the
maximum possible power conversion of the modified
structure, at Lc. This Lc is different from L as for each change
in WG dimension (±∆W1 or ±∆Ws or ±∆λ), phase matching
condition also changes.

Fig. 13. Tolerance study for Cm with variation in W1. Red solid curve
corresponds to Cm at Lc for different W1. Blue dashed curve corresponds to Cm
at device length.

Fig. 14. Tolerance study for Cm with variation in Ws. Red solid curve
corresponds to Cm at Lc for different Ws. Blue dashed curve corresponds to Cm
at device length.

Fig. 15. Variations of Cm with operating wavelengths. The red solid curve
corresponds to Cm at Lc for different wavelength and blue dashed curve
corresponds to Cm at device length.

IV. CONCLUSION
Through a detailed numerical study, a novel design of a
compact SOI polarization rotator incorporating optical
coupling between one Si-strip WG and one Si-air vertical slot
WG is presented. The above results suggests that an
appreciable short 134.5 µm long PR can be designed for 1.55
µm wavelength by exploiting the phase matching between the
orthogonally polarized modes of these two guides. Maximum
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power coupling efficiency of 80% is possible from input TE to
output TM mode and vice versa. Fabrication tolerances of the
designed structure were studied by varying different WG
parameters and we have suggested that, this may be corrected
through appropriate temperature tuning. Our “band width of
operation” reveals that the device is reasonably robust with
respect to the change in operating wavelength. This design
should be relatively easy to implement for fabrication and can
be made with a single mask. Moreover, it can rotate both the
polarization states for a single input direction. Thus, this high
conversion efficiency, low footprint, simpler design, along
with the existence of well-matured fabrication technologies
[2,5,7] for SOI structures, should make our proposal attractive
for making an on-chip polarization rotator for potential
deployment at the optical communication wavelength of 1.55
µm.
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